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I. Trends in Digital 

Antitrust



• Digitisation of many industries

• Fast-moving nature of digital markets

• Platform economy

• Data economy

• Varied and evolving business models

• Strong advantages to incumbents

• Markets prone to “tip”

1. Why are we concerned with Digital Markets?



• Article 102 of the Lisbon Treaty (TFEU) serves as legal basis:

“Any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the internal

market or in a substantial part of it shall be prohibited as incompatible with the internal

market in so far as it may affect trade between Member States.”

• Covers harm to both consumers and the competitive structure

• Non-exhaustive list of abuses – flexibility is key in digital markets

2. Abuse of Dominance



3. Digital Markets - Structural Features

Network effects

Data advantages

Extreme scaleCustomer lock-in

Vertical integrationEcosystems



• How to deal with related digital products / services? Can we still
talk about “markets”?

• Example: Mobile operating system, including hardware,
application stores and software applications

• Competition at the level of the ecosystem
or of the individual ecosystem components?

• Would customers switch between primary products? Lock-in effect

• Are secondary products compatible with all / most primary products?

• European Commission Draft Market Definition Notice
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_6
528

4. Digital Markets– Market Definition

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_6528


5. Digital Markets – Theories of Harm

Tying / Bundling

(Android)

Use of competitor’s 
data

(Amazon, Meta)

Exclusivity

(Qualcomm)

Loyalty rebates

(Intel)

Unfair terms and 
conditions 

(exploitative abuse)

Self-preferencing

(Google Shopping)



• Article 102 TFEU prohibits abusive conduct that tends to restrict competition or is
capable of having that effect, regardless of its success.

• Required cross-border element of the conduct(s) in the European Union

• Challenges

• Proving causal link between conduct and effects

• Dual roles: platform operators benefit from presence of third parties on their
platform. Incentive is not so much to foreclose. Conflicting incentives when
platform operators offer first party service.

• Do we need exits in the market to prove effects of a conduct?

6. Digital markets- Proving effects



• Standard antitrust remedy generally consist on “cease and desist” order

• Ongoing discussions to go “one step further” (i.e. access obligations,
divestiture, functional separation of businesses, data silos)

• Past experiences

• Article 7 of Regulation 1/2003 (our procedural legal basis) allows for structural
remedies but when behavioural remedies not effective

• Interim measures: Broadcom experience

7. Digital markets- remedies



• Late interventions might be ineffective

• Importance of market monitoring to understand
trends and areas of potential concern

• Large digital players use the same playbook of
conducts from one sector to a new sector
(neighbouring markets)

• Recent experience: Sector Inquiry into Consumer
Internet of Things

• Sectors to watch: the metaverse
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8. Digital markets- monitoring



• Criticism from various fronts: is antitrust a suitable tool to ensure competition 
in digital markets?

• Under-enforcement

• Cant deal with “new phenomena” like two-sided markets, free products, data…?

• Legal standards (dominance, theories of harm) not suited for new realities?

• Too slow, procedural hurdles

• Intervention might happen when markets have already “tipped”

• Need for systemic policy or regulatory solutions → Road to DMA 
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9. Ongoing reflections about Digital Antitrust



II. General Court 

Activity
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Overview of General Court activity

10 November 2021-
Google Shopping 

judgement

14 September 2022-
Google Android 

judgement

15 June 2022-
judgement
concerning

exclusivity payments

26 January 2022-
Judgement concerning

royalty rebates



Google Shopping 

judgement



1. Google Shopping Decision

27 June 2017 Decision

The abusive conduct:

the more favourable
positioning and display in
Google’s general search
results pages of Google's own
comparison shopping service
compared to competing
comparison shopping
services



Confirms the Commission Decision in full

The General Court affirms the anticompetitive nature of the practice at
issue

• Favouring/self-preferencing is a type of leveraging abuse in
specific circumstances
• Preferencing has an impact on traffic from the dominant undertaking: link between

visibility and click-through behaviour

• Traffic from the dominant undertaking is important for the competitiveness of rivals

• Traffic from the dominant undertaking cannot be effectively replace

• Refusal to supply is not the applicable framework
• Taking steps away from Bronner case law (i.e. essential facilities doctrine)

• Universal vocation of Google’s general search engine vs. incentives to build
infrastructure protected by Bronner

2. General Court Judgement



General Court found that the Commission correctly found harmful effects
on competition

• Capability of effects

• Paragraph 441 “the Commission had to demonstrate the- at least potential- effects
attributable to the impugned conduct of restricting or eliminating competition on the relevant
markets, taking into account all the relevant circumstances”

• Paragraph 442 The Commission “was not required to identify actual exclusionary effects on
the markets”

• The Commission, however, did analyse in very extensive detail the effects of the practice:
importance of traffic from Google, difficult to replace

• No counterfactual analysis required- too hypothetical in this case

• No “as efficient competitor” analysis required for non-pricing practices

3. General Court Judgement



I. The General Court rules out any objective justifications for 
Google’s conduct

• Not a product improvement

• Unequal treatment

II. The General Court confirms the amount of the penalty

• EUR 2.42 billion

4. General Court Judgement



Google Android 

judgement



• 18 July 2018

• Four practices
identified

• Interconnected
product
markets:
Android OS,
Play Store,
Google Search

1. The Android Decision



MADAs ensure that 
Google Search app 
and Google Chrome 
are pre-installed on 
all Android devices

AFAs prevent forks 
which could 
represent 
distribution channel 
for other search 
services

RSAs ensure that for 
major OEMs/MNOs 
Google Search is the 
only pre-installed 
general search 
service

D e v i c e  M a n u f a c t u r e r s

2. Google agreements



• Google is dominant in licensable operating systems for mobile devices, app 
stores for Android and general search services – confirmed by GC

• Breached Article 102 TFEU by following 4 conducts and a single continuous 
infringement comprising the 4 conducts:

• Tying of Google Search app with the Play Store imposed on OEMs - confirmed by GC

• Tying of Google Chrome with the Play Store and the Google Search app imposed on
OEMs - confirmed by GC

• Anti-Fragmentation Agreements preventing OEMs to fork Android - confirmed by GC

• Revenue share agreements conditional on exclusive pre-installation of Google Search
by OEMs – annulled by GC

• Fine reduced from EUR 4.34 billion to EUR 4.125 billion

3. General Court Judgement



Market definition

• Markets or ecosystems?

• Apple iOS ecosystem: indirect and insufficient constraint on Google

• SSNDQ “small but insignificant and non-transitory degradation of quality” test

• Multiple factors determine a user´s choice of a device (not just the OS), and thus the
SSNDQ would not lead users to switch, also because there are significant switching costs

• App developers would not have stopped developing Android apps following a quality
degradation
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4. General Court Judgement



First abuse: pre-installation conditions (tying practices)

• Licensing of Play Store conditional to pre-installation of Google Search and Chrome
Browser – MADA agreement

• Leveraging abuse, tying analysis

• Pre-installation gives Google Search a competitive advantage that cannot be offset
by any competitor→ “status quo bias”

• Competitors' options theoretical

• Objective justification put forward by Google concerning need to monetise its
investment and in its non-revenue generating apps (i.e. Google Play), not admitted
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5. General Court Judgement



Second abuse: anti-fragmentation agreements (AFAs)

• AFA prevent OEMs from licensing non-compatible Android forks (i.e. Oss developed from the
Android source code) which do not comply with standards defined by Google. For instance,
Fire OS

• AFAs prevent OEMs to license forks on any of their devices

• Tying analysis in the Decision (tying products Play Store and Google Search app)

• Restriction of competition

• Market for licensable operating systems- restrict access for non-compatible Android forks

• Also affects competition in market for general search, as non-compatible forks could have
alternatives for Google Search. By impeding success of forks, also protecting its position in
search

• Objective justifications not accepted

• “integrity and quality of the Android platform” and Google´s reputation
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6. General Court Judgement



Third abuse: Revenue sharing agreements 

• Google shared some of its advertising revenue with OEMs if they exclusively pre-
install Google Search on all their devices (i.e. if they pre-install a second search
app, no revenues)

• Eliminated any incentive to pre-install competing general search apps

• As efficient competitor test in the form of quantitative analysis → annulled by
the Court

• Following Intel, AEC test not indispensable but when applied, rigorously

• Decision´s findings on coverage and contestable share failed to meet the standard

• The Court also found procedural errors in the analysis of this abuse affecting
Google´s right of defence
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7. General Court Judgement



Intel 

judgement



Intel

judgement

The Intel Saga

• Commission Decision 13 May 2009: EUR 1.06 billion fine on Intel, abuse of
dominance by offering fidelity rebate schemes in the market for
microprocessors. Conduct prohibited by nature, but still the Commission
conducted an “as efficient competitor” (AEC) analysis

• General Court Judgement 12 June 2014: the Court dismissed Intel´s appeal

• Court of Justice 6 September 2017: set aside the General Court judgement and
referred back. The General Court failed to examine Intel´s counterarguments in
relation to AEC test

• General Court Judgement January 2022

TIMELINE



Partly annuls the Commission Decision 

• Exclusivity rebates

• Presumption of illegality → can be rebutted if undertaking puts forward evidence demonstrating that it
conduct was not “capable of restricting competition”

• Commission must analyse the evidence submitted by the undertaking and assess the effects of the conduct

• Foreclosure effect: 5 criteria included in judgement CJEU 2017, including coverage, duration and
“exclusionary strategy”

• AEC test

• Not an indispensable part of the assessment of anticompetitive foreclosure

• However, if EC chooses to carry out AEC test, correctness must be assessed

• GC concluded that the Commission did not correctly apply AEC test to find foreclosure effects
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2022 General Court Judgement



Qualcomm 

(exclusivity payments) 

judgement



• Qualcomm is a US developer and
supplier of baseband chipsets for
smartphones and tablets = dominant in
the worldwide market for chipsets
compatible with the Long Term
Evolution (LTE) standard.

• Agreement with Apple: Qualcomm granted significant payments to Apple
conditional on Apple exclusively sourcing baseband chipsets for its “iPhone” and
“iPad” devices from Qualcomm

• From 2011 to 2016 Apple exclusively launched cellular devices incorporating
Qualcomm baseband chipsets

• Commission conducted effects-based analysis

• Commission Decision January 2018: Cease and desist + Fine EUR 997 million

Qualcomm Decision



General Court annulled the Commission decision

A. Procedural irregularities affecting Qualcomm´s rights of defence

• The Commission failed to record meetings with third parties. File was
incomplete.

• Differences between Statement of Objections and Decision

B. Analysis of the anticompetitive effects

• Failure to take into account all relevant circumstances (chipset´s rivals not
real alternative to Qualcomm´s offering)

• Limits to the demonstration of anticompetitive effects

• Lack of consistency of the evidence

General Court Judgement



III. European 

Commission´s 

ongoing 

investigations



Overview of European Commission ongoing 102 
Investigations

Marketplace

BuyBox

Data-related practices

Marketplace

App Store practices

Payment Systems

Adsense

Adtech & Data-related 
practices



• 16 June 2020- Commission opened 3 separate although closely 
related investigations

• AT.40437 music streaming (Spotify complaint March 2019)

• AT.40652 e-books and audiobooks

• AT.40416 other competing apps

• Statement of Objections AT.40437, 30 April 2021
• Restriction of payment method to IAP for music streaming transactions

• No possibility to steer iOS users to cheaper subscriptions outside of the 
app

• Scope limited to music streaming segment

• Apple´s reply to SO received, investigation is ongoing

Apple App Store practices



• Identified concerns:

• Amazon use of business data generated on its Marketplace to compete against sellers
favouring Amazon products

• Buy box allows users to add items from a specific seller directly into their shopping carts:
criteria to win the buy box artificially favours Amazon itself or sellers using Amazon´s logistics
and delivery services

• On 14 July 2022 Amazon offered commitments to end the Commission
investigation (Article 9 of Regulation 1/2003)

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_22_4522

• The commitments were submitted to market testing until 9 September

• Commission is currently reviewing feedback from the market and deciding on next
steps.

Amazon data and buy-box

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_22_4522


Thank you!
PALOMA LANTERO MADIEDO, 

Case handler at DG Competition, 
European Commission

Paloma.LANTERO-MADIEDO@ec.europa.eu
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